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Abstract

Following the success of the transformer architecture in the natural language domain, transformer-like architectures have been widely applied to the domain of symbolic music recently. Symbolic music and text, however, are two different modalities. Symbolic music contains multiple attributes, both absolute attributes (e.g., pitch) and relative attributes (e.g., pitch interval). These relative attributes shape human perception of musical motifs. These important relative attributes, however, are mostly ignored in existing symbolic music modeling methods with the main reason being the lack of a musically-meaningful embedding space where both the absolute and relative embeddings of the symbolic music tokens can be efficiently represented. In this paper, we propose the Fundamental Music Embedding (FME) for symbolic music based on a bias-adjusted sinusoidal encoding within which both the absolute and the relative attributes can be embedded and the fundamental musical properties (e.g., translational invariance) are explicitly preserved. Taking advantage of the proposed FME, we further propose a novel attention mechanism based on the relative index, pitch and onset embeddings (RIPO attention) such that the musical domain knowledge can be fully utilized for symbolic music modeling. Experiment results show that our proposed model: RIPO transformer which utilizes FME and RIPO attention outperforms the state-of-the-art transformers (i.e., music transformer, linear transformer) in a melody completion task. Moreover, using the RIPO transformer in a downstream music generation task, we notice that the notorious degeneration phenomenon no longer exists and the music generated by the RIPO transformer outperforms the music generated by state-of-the-art transformer models in both subjective and objective evaluations. The code of the proposed method is available online: github.com/guozixunnicolas/FundamentalMusicEmbedding

1 Introduction

The transformer architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017) has recently achieved remarkable successes in the natural language domain. Since symbolic music and text are both sequential, the transformer architecture, with its ability to handle global structures, has gradually replaced the recurrent neural network (RNN) and its variants (e.g., GRU, LSTM) in sequential modeling (Huang et al. 2019; Hsiao et al. 2021; Huang and Yang 2020; Herremans, Chuan, and Chew 2017; Briot, Hadjeres, and Pachet 2020). Inspired by the language pretraining models such as Word2Vec and BERT (Mikolov et al. 2013; Devlin et al. 2019), several attempts have been made to discover the semantic meaning of the symbolic music tokens (SMTs) (Zhu et al. 2021; Wang and Xia 2021; Liang et al. 2020). Symbolic music and text, however, are different modalities. Simply adapting the transformer-based language modeling or pretraining techniques to the symbolic music domain will lead to the loss of rich inductive biases of music (i.e., music domain information) and does not guarantee that the trained embedding space accurately models the fundamental music properties. We use the first few bars of the jazz standard “Giant Steps” as an example to better illustrate the difference between symbolic music and text in Figure 1. In the Figure, we include the sheet music and the event representation of the jazz standard “Giant Steps”. Rich musical domain information (i.e., motif) is reflected in the relative attributes.

![Figure 1: Sheet music and the event representation of the jazz standard “Giant Steps”. Rich musical domain information (i.e., motif) is reflected in the relative attributes.](image-url)
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the positioning of the symbolic music since the positioning of SMTs by nature is onset-and-beat-based. For example in Figure 1, describing the position of the first D note as "the note at the 3rd beat of the 1st bar" is more precise than "the 2nd note in the note sequence". Secondly, a translational invariance property should exist in a musical embedding space which cannot be guaranteed using common language pretraining techniques (Mikolov et al. 2013; Devlin et al. 2019) or end-to-end trainable embeddings. For example, the distance (interval) between any pitch pairs a major second apart (e.g., C4 and D4; F4 and G4) in the embedding space should be unique and identical. Thirdly, it is noteworthy to mention the importance of the relative onset and pitch attributes which shape the human perception of musical motifs. For instance, the core mechanism of the motif-discovering algorithm COSIATEC (Meredith, Lemström, and Wiggins 2002) is based on the relative pitch and onset. A cognitive study (Cree and Tumlin 2012) also came to a similar conclusion that humans perceive music "incrementally" which confirms the importance of the relative attributes of music. For example, the relative attributes of the example music (i.e., relative pitch, onset and index) are obtained by calculating the self-distance matrices and are shown in Figure 1 a, b and c respectively. The iconic motif is hence revealed in the identical sub-matrices (labelled in green) of the relative onset and pitch attributes. The relative index attribute indicates the relative positions of the SMTs yet provides little domain information of the music as compared to the relative pitch and onset. Using common language modeling techniques where only the absolute attributes (i.e., pitch, duration and onset) are included as input, however, would not reveal this important domain information. For transformers to include this important musical inductive bias, these relative attributes along with the original attributes need to be embedded. Yet, designing or training such musically-meaningful embedding space where the absolute embeddings (e.g., embeddings for pitch) and relative embeddings (e.g., embeddings for intervals) exist concurrently is nontrivial. Hence, existing transformer architectures designed for symbolic music either discard this important inductive bias (Hsiao et al. 2021; Huang and Yang 2020) or apply an end-to-end trainable relative embedding solely on the relative index (Figure 1 c) during relative attention calculation (Huang et al. 2019). Huang et al. (2019), however, did mention the use of the relative pitch and onset embeddings but declared the method "not scalable beyond the J.S. Bach chorale dataset". Even though additional trainable embeddings of relative pitch and onset can be included and trained end-to-end, the relationship between the relative and the original embedding space remains unexplainable.

In this paper, we introduce the Fundamental Music Embedding (FME), a domain-knowledge-inspired embedding space within which the embeddings of musical tokens (e.g., pitch) and their relative embeddings (e.g., interval) co-exist and the fundamental music properties are preserved explicitly. Inspired by the distance-aware and easy-to-transpose property of the position encoding (PE) function (Vaswani et al. 2017), we utilize the deterministic sinusoidal encoding (SE) function of the PE as the backbone of the FME and propose to add trainable biases to the SE such that the FME spaces of different types of SMTs (e.g., pitch, duration) and the relative embeddings (e.g., interval and time shift) can be easily distinguished. We further take advantage of the FME and propose a novel attention mechanism that captures the relative index, pitch and onset (RIPO attention) for transformer-based symbolic music modeling.

In our extensive experiments, our proposed model: RIPO transformer which utilizes FME and RIPO attention outperforms the state-of-the-art (SOTA) transformers (i.e., music transformer and linear transformer) equipped with various embedding methods in a melody completion task in terms of cross-entropy loss. In a downstream music generation task, our proposed RIPO transformer successfully tackles the notorious degeneration problem. The music generated by the RIPO transformer also outperforms those generated by the baseline models in both subjective and objective evaluations.

2 Related Work

2.1 Semantically-Meaningful Music Embedding Spaces

The spiral array model (Chew 2000) is a tonality model that models the relationship between notes, chords and key centres in a 3-dimensional space. Moving to the deep learning era where symbolic music is often modelled by RNN architectures (Eck and Schmidhuber 2002; Oore et al. 2020; Guo, Makris, and Herremans 2021; Chuan and Herremans 2018), the main approach to embed music tokens is to use one-hot or multi-hot encoding. In one-hot embedding spaces, the embedded vectors are orthogonal to each other. Yet, each one-hot embedded vector is equidistant from all other vectors in the embedding space thus causing ambiguity. Representing the relative embeddings of musical attributes (e.g., pitch interval) in one-hot embedding spaces is non-trivial. To represent the relative embeddings, one has to utilize rotational matrices to distinguish different one-hot vector pairs or use convolutional neural networks to capture the intervals between pitches (Chuan and Herremans 2018). The size of one-hot or multi-hot embeddings, however, will grow with an increasing input vocabulary size and the sparse representation will negatively affect the computational efficiency.

With the advent of language pretraining techniques (Mikolov et al. 2013), similar attempts have been made to discover the semantic meaning of music (Chuan, Agres, and Herremans 2020; Huang 2016; Hirai and Sawada 2019). Variational autoencoders (VAE) have also been utilized to extract latent representations of symbolic music (Wang et al. 2020; Roberts et al. 2018). For example, the shared embedding space between pitch and duration of the PianotreeVAE (Wang et al. 2020) has been analyzed and translational invariance of note duration, as well as regular pitch patterns, are observed which conveys the fundamental music properties. These methods mostly operate on a higher level (i.e., melody, chord). In this paper, however, we aim to discover the semantic representation of symbolic music on a more fundamental level (i.e., note-level).

In recent years, transformer-like architectures have become a game-changer in sequential modeling. The music
transformer (Huang et al. 2019) is the very first work that utilizes relative attention (Shaw, Uszkoreit, and Vaswani 2018) for music generation. It utilizes one-hot embeddings to encode the SMTs. Huang et al. (2019) emphasize the importance of the relative attributes of symbolic music and a novel “skewing” operation is proposed to efficiently calculate the relative index embedding (Figure 1c) for symbolic music sequences. In this paper, we aim to further improve the relative attention calculation mechanism by taking into account the relative pitch and onset embedding (Figure 1a, b) which provides more musical domain information and can be directly inferred from our proposed FME without involving additional trainable embedding spaces. The music transformer has been extended to a conditional generation model (Choi et al. 2021). In (Huang and Yang 2020), a novel REMI representation of symbolic music has been proposed and the original transformer architecture has been replaced with transformer-XL (Dai et al. 2019) to deal with the extra-long music sequences. The REMI representation has further been improved (Hsiao et al. 2021) and a linear transformer architecture (Katharopoulos et al. 2020) is utilized to increase computation efficiency. Huang and Yang (2020); Hsiao et al. (2021) utilize end-to-end trainable embeddings for symbolic music tokens and the relative attributes of symbolic music are no longer utilized. By studying the trained embedding spaces, we notice that the translational-invariance property of symbolic music cannot be observed. Several methods have been proposed to use BERT-like architectures to achieve contextualized music representation learning (Liang et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2021; Wang and Xia 2021). Even though promising results have been achieved in downstream MIR tasks, interpreting the raw embedding spaces and the contextualized embeddings is challenging and the relative embeddings of symbolic music cannot be represented explicitly. Whereas in our proposed FME, the fundamental music properties can be interpreted and the relative embeddings can be directly inferred.

2.2 Sinusoidal Encoding

We review the sinusoidal encoding (SE), also known as the positional encoding proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017) on which our Fundamental Musical Embedding (FME) is based. The SE is able to transform an index-based sequence: \( I = \{0, \ldots, n - 1\} \) into a sequence of vectors that conveys the index order in a \( d \)-dimensional space \( E_I \in \mathcal{R}^{n \times d} \). As a result, the transformer becomes position-aware. The SE has the following properties: 1. The L2 distance between token pairs in the embedding space is translation-invariant; 2. Any token in the embedded space can be converted to any other token using a deterministic linear operation; 3. The embedding space is continuous such that SE can be interpolated and extrapolated to other non-integer or negative inputs. We find the first property useful in designing a musically-meaningful embedding space. Since we aim to represent both the absolute and relative embedding in the FME, the second property provides a promising blueprint. Moreover, the third property facilitates the transition from index-based position encoding for text to the proposed onset-and-beat-based positional encoding for symbolic music.

3 Fundamental Music Embedding

A basic symbolic music sequence of length \( n \) is defined as a series of pitch (\( p \)), duration (\( d \)) and onset (\( o \)) triplets: \( \{ (p_1, d_1, o_1), \ldots, (p_n, d_n, o_n) \} \). This sequence can be regrouped into three subsequences for pitch, duration and onset respectively: \( P : \{ p_1, \ldots, p_n \} \), \( D : \{ d_1, \ldots, d_n \} \), \( O : \{ o_1, \ldots, o_n \} \). See Figure 1 for a detailed example. More generally, we define such subsequences as sequences of fundamental musical tokens (FMTs) \( F : \{ f_1, \ldots, f_n \} \). The relative attribute of FMT is defined as \( dF \): \( \{ min(F) - max(F), \ldots, max(F) - min(F) \} \) which represents all the possible relative differences in \( F \). We define \( P, D, O, F \in \mathcal{R}^{n \times 1} \) as the vector representation of their respective token type. The embedding function for FMT: \( E_F \) is defined as the Fundamental Music Embedding function (FME) \( FME_F : \mathcal{R}^{n \times 1} \rightarrow \mathcal{R}^{n \times d} \). The embedding function for dFMT is defined as the Fundamental Music Shift (FMS). In other words, FME represents the absolute embedding and FMS represents the relative embedding. The FMTs, FMSes and FMEs should observe the following properties in order to preserve the fundamental musical properties:

1. Translational invariance: \( |FME_F(f_a) - FME_F(f_b)| = |f_a - f_b| \Rightarrow \|FME_F(f_a) - FME_F(f_b)\|_2 = \|FME_F(f_a) - FME_F(f_b)\|_2 \forall f_a, f_b, f_c, f_d \in F \).
2. Transposability: \( FME_F(f_{a+k}) = G(FME_F(f_a), FMS_F(k)) \), where \( G \) is a linear function and \( k \in \Delta F \) represents the transpose value. \( FMS_F \) should be directly inferable from the \( FME_F \).
3. Separability: in the FME space, different types of embedded FMTs (e.g., embeddings of pitch and duration) and their relative embeddings (e.g., embeddings of interval and time shift) should be well separated.

We use a type of FMT: pitch (\( p \)) as an example to interpret the properties listed above. Property 1 preserves the interval relationship among any pitch pairs in the embedding space such that any pitch pair with the same interval: \( |a - b| \) or \( |c - d| \) will have the same L2 distance in the embedding space. In other words, distance in the FME relates to musical intervals. Property 2 indicates that there exists an explicit representation of relative embeddings (i.e., embeddings of pitch intervals) and these relative embeddings can be utilized to transpose one pitch to another in the embedding space. For instance, a relative pitch embedding of an “ascending major third” can be utilized to transpose each pitch by a major third in the embedding space. As opposed to FMTs, there also exists non-FMTs (e.g., the ‘pad’ token) which do not contain the aforementioned 3 properties. For these non-FMTs, a normal end-to-end trainable embedding will be applied.

We start by formulating our proposed FME. A \( d \)-dimensional Fundamental Musical Embedding function \( FME_F \) for \( FME_F \in F \) is defined in Equation 3. For simplicity, \( FME_F \) is abbreviated as \( FME \) where \( F \) represents the type of FMT (e.g., pitch, duration). It consists of a total of \( \frac{d}{2} \) sub-components \( P_k(f) \) which are defined in Equation 2. The sub-component \( P_k(f) \) consists of a sinusoidal
vector: $[\sin(w_k f), \cos(w_k f)]$ where $w_k$ is an exponentially decreasing function controlled by a base value: $B$ defined in Equation 1 and a trainable bias vector: $[b_{\sin}, b_{\cos} k]$. To obtain multiple types of FME for various types of FMTs (e.g., pitch, duration), a different base value $B$ can be chosen for $w_k$. Due to the nature of the Fourier transform and the exponential function, the sinusoidal vectors for different types of FME in Equation 2 will always be orthogonal to each other, thus fulfilling Property 3 (Separability) in Section 3. The key difference between the positional encoding (Vaswani et al. 2017) and the proposed FME is the usage of trainable bias terms. The purpose of using trainable bias terms is also to ensure Property 3 (Separability) since different types of FMTs will be separable in the embedding space by the biases. A detailed proof for Property 1 (Translational Invariance) in Section 3 is provided in the Appendix.

$$w_k = B^{-\frac{2k}{f}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$P_k(f) = [\sin(w_k f) + b_{\sin} k, \cos(w_k f) + b_{\cos} k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

From the FME space, the relative embeddings FMS for the relative attribute (i.e., transpose value) dFMT $\Delta f \in \Delta F$ can be explicitly represented. Similarly, we define a sub-component of FMS: $A_k(\Delta f)$ in Equation 4. Note that the same exponentially decreasing function $w_k$ is utilized but the trainable bias vector is not included. The FMS is formed by concatenating its sub-components $A_k(\Delta f)$ and is defined in Equation 5. The FMS can be utilized to transpose embedded music tokens in the FME space thus fulfilling Property 2 (Transposability) in Section 3. A detailed proof of this is provided in the Appendix.

$$A_k(\Delta f) = [\sin(w_k \Delta f), \cos(w_k \Delta f)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$FMS(\Delta f) = [A_0(\Delta f), ..., A_k(\Delta f), ..., \frac{1}{2}(\Delta f)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

4 RIPO Attention: Attention Mechanism That Uses Relative Index, Pitch and Onset Embeddings

In this section, we formulate a novel attention mechanism calibrated to symbolic music modeling which incorporates explicit relative index, pitch and onset in the attention calculation (RIPO attention). The current proposed architecture supports monophonic music and we aim to extend this to a polyphonic setting in the future. The architecture of the RIPO attention layer is shown in Figure 2. Compared to a multi-head attention layer or relative global attention layer, the RIPO attention layer is improved in 2 ways: 1. To better reflect the nature of the onset-and-beat based symbolic music data, two additional positional encodings (PE) based on onset and beat attribute have been added in addition to the original index-based positional encoding. 2. To better reflect the implicit structure of symbolic music, relative onset and pitch embeddings are integrated during attention calculation in addition to the relative index embedding used in the music transformer (Huang et al. 2019).

Following the notation from Section 3, we represent a basic symbolic music sequence with length $n$ as: $P, D, O$ where $P, D, O \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$ represents pitch, duration and onset respectively. The index (i.e., ordering) of the sequence is defined as $I = \{0, ..., n - 1\}$. The calibrated PE for symbolic music is illustrated in Equation 6 where $PE_i$ is the original index-based positional encoding of the transformer and $i$ indicates the PE is applied to the indices. We propose to add two additional $PE_{i,O}$ based on the absolute onset $O$ and the musical beat $O\%beat$. Here, $beat$ represents the number of beats per bar, $o$ indicates the PE is applied for onsets. The modulo operation $\%$ acts like a ‘metronome’.

$$PE = PE_i(I) + PE_o(O) + PE_o(O\%beat)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The input to the RIPO transformer is defined in Equation 7 where $FME_P$ and $FME_D$ are the proposed FME for pitch and duration respectively. Since we only focus on monophonic music modeling for now, the onset sequence $O$ can be ignored as the onsets for monophonic music can be obtained by calculating the cumulative sum of the duration input. We use $W_P$ and $W_D$ to represent the two trainable linear layers and $\oplus$ is a vector concatenation operation. The input is further projected to the query ($Q$), key($K$) and value($V$) vectors using three trainable linear layers: $W_Q, W_K, W_V$ in Equation 8.

$$input = W_p FME_P(P) \oplus W_d FME_D(D) + PE$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$Q, K, V = W_Qinput, W_Kinput, W_Vinput$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The RIPO attention calculation is defined in Equation 9-11. The relative attention logits: $S_{rel}^P$ and $S_{rel}^O$ for pitch and onset are obtained in Equation 9-10, $FMS_P$ and $FMS_O$ are two different types of relative embeddings for relative pitch and onset which can be directly inferred from their respective FME space. $W^{rp}$ and $W^{ro}$ are 2 trainable linear layers and are applied to the relative pitch and onset embeddings respectively. The output of the attention layer is defined in Equation 11 where we inherit the skewing operation to calculate the relative index embedding: $S_{rel}^i$ from Huang et al. (2019). $D_h$ represents the number of hidden dimensions per attention head (Vaswani et al. 2017).

$$S_{rel}^P = Q[W^{rp} FMS_P(P - P^T)^T]$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$S_{rel}^O = Q[W^{ro} FMS_O(O - O^T)^T]$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$output = softmax(\frac{QK^T + S_{rel}^P + S_{rel}^O}{\sqrt{D_h}})V$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Dataset and Pre-processing

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed RIPO transformer which utilizes FME and RIPO attention for symbolic music modeling, we start from the basics and use monophonic symbolic music datasets for training. In future research, we aim to extend the current architecture into a polyphonic setting. We define the training objective as a melody completion task (i.e., next-note prediction) which can be used as a music generation model subsequently. We have collected 10,199 pieces of music with a time signature of
from the TheoryTab\(^1\) and Wikifonia dataset\(^2\), and randomly selected 90% for training and 10% for testing. All data are transposed into the key of C major or A minor to reduce complexity. The maximum sequence length allowed is 246 and music sequences shorter than this will be padded in the end. We limit the smallest duration quantization unit to be a 16th note (duration value: 0.25) and the largest duration to be a whole note (duration value: 4.0). Hence, a total of 16 unique duration units will be included in the duration dictionary. Duration tokens with values greater than a whole note are represented with a ‘sustain token’ which is a non-FMT token to mimic the behaviour of a musical tie and to reduce the vocabulary size for duration tokens. For instance, a music token \[(C4, 5.0)\] will be split into two tokens: \[(C4, 4.0), (\text{sustain}, 1.0)\].

5.2 Baseline Models and Embeddings

We choose two transformer models for symbolic music modeling as the baseline models: 1. music transformer (Huang et al. 2019) which utilizes relative index embeddings (Shaw, Uszkoreit, and Vaswani 2018) during attention calculation; 2. linear transformer (Katharopoulos et al. 2020) which is utilized in the compound-word transformer (Hsiao et al. 2021). As our dataset is monophonic and less complex, we notice using 2 attention layers results in the lowest training and testing loss for both the baselines and our proposed model and hence keep 2 attention layers for all the models. Moreover, to validate the effectiveness of the proposed FME and FMS, we choose 3 types of embedding as our baselines: 1. OH: one-hot encoding; 2. WE: end-to-end trainable word embedding; 3. W2V: pretrained word embedding using Word2Vec pretraining method (Mikolov et al. 2013); 4. W2V freeze: same as W2V but frozen during training. We use a window size of 2 and 4 negative tokens per positive token to pretrain the W2V embedding (Mikolov et al. 2013). The cross-entropy (CE) losses for the pitch token, duration token, as well as the total losses will be compared. The implementation details (e.g., hyper-parameters) are provided in the Appendix.

5.3 Music Generation and Listening Test Setup

We utilize the trained models in a downstream music generation task. We select the first 2 bars of music as the seed inputs from every song in the test set and generate a total of 16 bars of music for each seed input. We observe a serious degeneration phenomenon (Holtzman et al. 2019) using the baseline models. To be more specific, the generated music easily falls into endlessly repeating loops which conforms to the observation from the compound word transformer online code repository. To offset this, we utilize temperature-controlled top-k and top-p sampling during music generation. Besides the subjective evaluation, a listening test which includes 25 participants is conducted to compare the generated results (30 pieces of music) from the RIPO transformer and the best baseline model with the same seed inputs. The participants are required to rate the music snippets on the following aspects on a 5-point Likert scale: 1. the overall enjoyment; 2. the correctness in terms of pitch; 3. the correctness in terms of duration; 4. the interestingness of the generated music.

6 Results

6.1 Onset-and-Beat-Based PE and RIPO Attention

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed RIPO attention and the onset-and-beat-based position encoding via an ablation experiment. In Table 1, we first ablate the relative embeddings \(S_{rel}\) and ablate the positional embeddings \(P(E)\) subsequently and the cross entropy losses (CE) of these models are reported. Note that the original index-based position encoding \(P(E)\) is kept for all models. Table 1 confirms the effectiveness of our approach as the proposed
RIPO transformer with the most inductive biases (i.e., all the proposed relative embeddings and positional encodings) achieves the lowest CE loss on the test set.

### 6.2 RIPO Transformer+FME VS. Baselines

Table 2 shows that our proposed RIPO transformer which utilizes the proposed FME and the RIPO attention mechanism has outperformed all baseline transformers equipped with different embedding methods in a melody completion task in terms of CE loss. Additionally, we have two novel findings. Firstly, unlike recent transformer architectures (Hsiao et al. 2021; Huang and Yang 2020) where end-to-end trainable embeddings are applied to the musical tokens, we notice that replacing these embeddings with one-hot embedding will result in lower CE losses for both music transformer (MT) and linear transformer (LT). Secondly, MT outperforms LT regardless of embedding methods in general. This may be caused by the additional use of relative index embeddings.

To examine whether the translational invariance property exists in the embedding space, the self-distance matrices of the embedded musical tokens using different embedding methods are calculated and plotted in Figure 3. More specifically, a self-distance matrix is obtained by calculating the L2 distance for all embedded token pairs: $\|E(X) - E(X)^T\|_2$ where $X$ are pitch or duration tokens arranged in increasing orders and $E$ is an embedding function. Results in Figure 3 show that the translational invariance property only holds for the proposed embedding function: FME and one-hot embedding. More specifically, L2 distances of tokens pairs along the main diagonal direction (red arrows in Figure 3 f) remain the same for FME and one-hot encoding but differ for other embedding methods. This might be one of the reasons that FME and one-hot embeddings outperform other embedding methods in Table 2. Yet, any two one-hot vectors (except two identical ones) are equidistant in the embedding space. Hence Figure 3 e shows a uniform color except for the diagonal. This does not reflect distances between different pitch pairs. For example, the distance between C4 and E4 and the distance between C4 and G5 are considered equal in the one-hot embedding space.

### 6.3 Demystifying the ‘Endless Loop’ Problem during Music Generation

In text-generation tasks, texts sampled from trained language models have been observed to fall into endlessly-repeating patterns which is also known as ‘degeneration’ (Holtzman et al. 2019). This phenomenon has also been observed in music generation tasks (Hsiao et al. 2021). In our experiment, we observe the same degeneration effect in the results generated from the baseline models but not our proposed models. Since the MT consistently outperforms LT in terms of CE loss in Table 2, we use Models No.1-4 in Table 2 as the baseline models to illustrate the degeneration phenomenon. A $seq - rep - n$ attribute (Welleck et al. 2020) (ratio of non-unique n-grams to all n-grams) can be calculated to reflect the degeneration level. By setting $n = 4$, we calculate the $seq - rep - 4$ attribute of the generated music from different models (using top-k and top-p sampling with the same sampling temperature of 1.0) and the ground truth in Table 3. In Table 3, we observe unnaturally high $seq - rep - 4$ values from the baseline modes regardless of embedding methods whereas our proposed model has the lowest $seq - rep$ attribute to the ground truth. To further investigate the degeneration phenomenon, the step-wise probabilities assigned to the sampled tokens generated by different models and humans (ground truth) averaged for the same 10 melodic seeds are plotted in Figure 4. It can be observed that the baseline models assign unnaturally high probabilities with low variance for sampled tokens across all time steps whereas the proposed RIPO transformer assigns probabilities similar to the ground truth (human). Hence, we may conclude that the proposed RIPO transformer can effectively tackle the degeneration problem. In order to make more fair comparisons of the objective and subject evaluation of the generated music, we use top-k sampling with sampling temperature = 1.2 for the baseline models such that the baseline models will have similar $seq - rep$ attributes to the ground truth while the sampling temperature for our proposed RIPO transformer remains to be 1.0.
Table 2: Model comparison and the objective metrics of the generated music. We use MT and LT to refer to music transformer and linear transformer respectively. WE, W2V, and OH stands for word embedding, word2vec, and one-hot encoding respectively. KL, ISR, and AR stands for KL divergence, in-scale ratio, and arpeggio ratio respectively.

Table 3: Comparison of seq_rep attributes. Sampling temperature is set to 1.0.

Table 4: Listening test results based on a 5-point Likert scale. OR, INT, PC, DC stand for overall rating, interestingness, pitch correctness and duration correctness respectively.

Figure 4: Step-wised probability assigned for different models and human (ground truth) during generation.

6.4 Evaluation of the Generated Music

We use the following metrics during objective evaluation: 1. KL-divergence of the pitch and duration (KL_p, KL_d) between the generated music and the ground truth. We apply Kernel Density Estimation using Gaussian kernels to the pitch and duration histograms in order to estimate the probability distribution; 2. In-scale ratio (ISR) of the generated pitches. Since the dataset is transposed to C major (A minor) before training, ISR is calculated as the ratio of pitches in the C major scale; 3. Arpeggio ratio (AR) is calculated as follows. We first split the generated music into 4-grams. In the resulting 4-grams, we obtain the number of the 4-grams with similar duration (max. 1 different duration token) and monotonically increasing or decreasing pitches (interval less than a perfect 4th). AR is calculated as the number of these 4-grams divided by the total number of 4-grams. The resulting metrics are listed in Table 2. We observe that our proposed model almost consistently outperforms the baseline models in all metrics. We select WE+MT (with the best objective metrics) as the best baseline model and compare the quality of the generated music in a listening test whose results are shown in Table 4. We observe that our proposed model outperforms the best baseline model in all 4 subjective metrics, indicating that our model is able to generate music with better quality than existing SOTA transformers.

7 Conclusion

We propose a musically-meaningful embedding function: Fundamental Music Embedding (FME), which is based on a bias-adjusted sinusoidal encoding, and within which both the absolute and relative embedding co-exist and can be represented explicitly. Moreover, we propose a novel attention mechanism for symbolic music modeling that utilizes relative index, pitch and onset embeddings (RIPO attention). The results from our experiments show that our proposed RIPO transformer equipped with FME outperforms the SOTA transformers (i.e., music and linear transformer) using different embedding methods in a melody completion task. In a music generation task, we notice that our proposed model is the only model that is not affected by the notorious degeneration phenomenon. The music generated by our proposed RIPO transformer outperforms the SOTA transformers in both subjective and objective evaluations.
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